
Our company is hiring for a SIGINT analyst. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for SIGINT analyst

Conducts advanced analysis of collection and open-source data to profile
target networks and their activities
Selects collection of data required for analysis
Provide analysis, recommendations, and information in the interpretation and
dissemination of SIGINT collection guidance and planning
Applies analytic techniques against metadata collected from communications
systems in order to characterize networks, reviews relevant content carried in
network communications, and accurately reports vulnerabilities identified
from metadata analysis
Provides analysis of programmatic and user requirements satisfaction issues
as required and prepares reports, white papers, and briefings for senior
management and external organizations
Be familiar with translation of multiple mission domain awareness operational
requirements into satellite specifications, and provide mission analysis
support to legacy, current and future satellite programs
Create, update, and modify reporting databases, keeping track of and
reporting current trends in reporting analysis as requested
Provide technical and functional support in the SIGINT portion of the AF
Distributed Ground System Four collection management office
Manages TMT and E-Task functions through delegation, tracking, and daily
status briefs through internal tools
Utilize database applications to extract, exploit, and manipulate SIGINT data
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8 years of experience with SIGINT research
5 years of experience with the current suite of SIGINT tools, SIGINT data
repositories, and Cloud environments
Ability to problem solve and troubleshoot user issues related to data access
and development of analytical capability in a Cloud environment
Ability to take initiative and proactively manage multiple, concurrent tasks
8+ years of experience with working in intelligence for a government agency
or the DoD, including application of analytical techniques in all-source
intelligence analysis, gathering and analyzing all-source information and data
to solve complex problems, or producing finished intelligence and reports
2+ years of experience with SIGINT analysis and targeting global proliferation
networks and supply chains


